I. INTRODUCTION
On June 16, 2006, the Appeals Chamber of the International Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) issued a decision taking judicial notice of the fact that genocide occurred in Rwanda in 1994. 1 In accepting genocide as "common knowledge," the decision in Prosecutor v. Karemera et al. startled many court observers.
2 While no internationally respected commentator would today question whether the Rwanda genocide took place, should such an event be judicially noticed without evidence? This Article examines and answers that question.
Judicial notice is an important tool for expediting trials and, particularly in the delay-plagued ICTR, it should be used more frequently. The ICTR Appeals Chamber's expansive use of judicial notice in Karemera, however, was both illogical and unwise. As argued below, the fact of genocide in Karemera fails to meet the common knowledge standard of judicial notice. Further, taking notice of genocide may hinder the ICTR's goal of creating an historical record. In the following paragraphs, this Article will critique the Karemera decision and sketch an approach to judicial notice that enables reasonable * Ralph Mamiya, J.D., worked most recently with UNHCR, and from May-August 2004, he served as a legal intern with the ICTR's Office of the Prosecutor on the Karemera trial team. The views expressed in this paper are solely his own. He would like to thank Micah Williams and Leah Williams for their assistance.
1 expedition of court proceedings but guards against damaging assumptions. Rather than treating extraordinary and complex events like genocide as common knowledge, the ICTR and future international courts should take judicial notice of them only as "previously adjudicated facts," a separate basis for judicial notice in international criminal law. This approach allows for a robust use of judicial notice but retains procedural safeguards and furthers the fact-finding policies that underlie international criminal fora.
While this Article has implications for all international and hybrid criminal fora-including the ICTR, the International Criminal Tribunal for Yugoslavia (ICTY), the Special Court for Sierra Leone (Special Court), and the new International Criminal Court (ICC)-its analysis focuses on the case law of the ICTR and ICTY (referred to hereafter as "the Tribunals"). These two institutions are controlled by the Karemera decision, and their practices and precedents are the best established and most influential.
The second part of this Article introduces the doctrine of judicial notice, paying particular attention to international criminal law's two alternative standards for the doctrine: facts of "common knowledge" or facts that have been "previously adjudicated." Part III examines the ICTR's recent Karemera decision, reviewing the decision's context and analyzing its legal reasoning. Part IV critiques Karemera, arguing that the intent requirement of genocide makes it difficult, perhaps impossible, to treat the fact as common knowledge. Part IV further argues that such treatment undermines the goal of creating an historical record of atrocities. Part V proposes a better approach: treating genocide as subject to judicial notice only where it is a previously found adjudicated fact. This approach affords the economy of judicial notice while preserving the integrity of the doctrine and remaining true to the goals of international criminal law. Part VI briefly concludes.
II. USE OF JUDICIAL NOTICE IN INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIBUNALS
Judicial notice serves a number of important functions in legal proceedings. First, the doctrine promotes efficiency in the legal system. 10 It can allow a court to dispense with the time-consuming adversarial process, a particular benefit when the fact is something as simple as "cats are kept for domestic purposes." 11 In addition, judicial notice allows a court to maintain "intellectual honesty" with regard to certain facts, such as accepting the results of established scientific tests even though many such tests have some room for error.
12 Finally, the doctrine allows a court or system of courts to maintain uniform interpretations of commonly reviewed facts.
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At the same time, judicial notice presents a number of dangers. Almost by its nature, judicial notice circumvents evidentiary standards designed to protect defendants.
14 On a related issue, judicial notice may "reflect[ ] society's deep-rooted fears of crime, violence, and terrorism." 15 In some of the darker periods of the doctrine's history, courts have taken judicial notice of racist, fallacious, and widely believed propositions of white superiority to support segregation in the United States as well as apartheid in South Africa. 16 Similarly, courts have taken judicial notice of highly suspect facts to provide legal justifications for coups d'etat in a number of countries. 17 As one scholar wrote, "Common sense, like stereotypes, can 'masquerade as knowledge ' reasons, U.S. courts have often been cautious in utilizing judicial notice.
19

B. JUDICIAL NOTICE DOCTRINE IN INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW
This section examines the procedural details of judicial notice as practiced by the Tribunals, providing an introduction to a little-examined but increasingly important area of law. Section II(B)(1) reviews the judicial structure of the Tribunals and the difficulties they have faced. Section II(B)(2) then reviews the basic black-letter law of their judicial notice doctrines, and the final section reviews the incoherence of the doctrine's recent application.
THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIBUNALS: IN NEED OF EFFICIENCY
After more than a decade in operation, it is clear that both the ICTR and ICTY are in need of tools to expedite their proceedings. While critics of international criminal law often demand opposing policies and suggest differing goals, 20 even ardent proponents of international justice agree that the Tribunals have at times moved too slowly. 21 This dissatisfaction led the Security Council in 1998 to appoint a panel of experts (Expert Group) to examine the efficiency of the Tribunals' practices. 22 The Expert Group found unnecessary delay, citing factors that ranged from logistical issues, such as language translation and courtroom availability, to the immaturity of international criminal law and the synthesis of varying legal traditions. 23 In making its recommendations, the Expert Group's report dedicated a special section to the potential utility of judicial notice, finding that "further consideration should be given to greater use of judicial notice in a manner that fairly protects the rights of the accused and at the same time reduces or eliminates the need for identical repetitive testimony and exhibits in successive cases. It is, however, a judicial principle recognized in a number of jurisdictions, both common law and civil law. 34 Further, the Tribunals are cognizant of the tension between Rule 94(B) and the rights of defendants.
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While the ICTR provides defendants with a right analogous to the American right to confrontation, its interpretation of this right balances the ideals of due process against judicial economy and other factors. While Rule 94(B) allows adjudicated facts from previous cases to be judicially noticed, the Tribunals have also placed restrictions on its use. First, a court may only notice a fact under 94(B) if that fact was previously scrutinized through a completed adversarial process. 37 Thus, the court cannot notice facts that result from a guilty plea nor voluntary admissions of fact made by a defendant during trial. 38 Further, a court cannot notice facts from judgments that are under appeal.
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It is also generally agreed that "legal characterisations or legal conclusions based on interpretation of facts" will not be noticed. 40 34 See Stewart, supra note 4, at 247-48 n.8, 255 n.51 (noting British, Russian and German uses of adjudicated facts). 35 See Wald, supra note 33, at 111-12. 36 94(B) is also discretionary, and such discretion cannot be used to prejudice the accused. 41 Perhaps most importantly, Rule 94(B) only creates a "presumption" that the fact is true, a presumption that the opposing party may challenge at trial. 42 This discretionary and tentative approach of Rule 94(B) contrasts with judicial notice under Rule 94(A), where, if a fact is deemed common knowledge, the Tribunal shall accept it as conclusively proven.
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Rule 94(B) thus potentially provides greater protection for defendants' rights. However, as with any broad provision such as Rules 94(A) and 94(B), it is only through application to specific circumstances that the law takes on substance; as the next section shows, these interpretations have been far from uniform.
AN INCONSISTENT JURISPRUDENCE
The authority for the Tribunals' exercise of judicial notice comes from each Tribunal's Rules of Procedure and Evidence. The Tribunals, however, have historically been wary of judicial notice and, when employed, have used it inconsistently. As the Expert Group noted, the Tribunals' Trial Chambers' use of judicial notice was "very cautious" at best. 44 Another commentator notes that certain aspects of judicial notice have been met with "reluctance and controversy," resulting in part from "dangers inherent" in the doctrine's application. 45 When the ICTR's Trial Chambers have sought to exercise their powers of judicial notice, their interpretations of its scope have varied widely. 46 For instance, in 1998 the Akayesu court took judicial notice of "the fact that widespread killings were perpetrated throughout Rwanda in 41 Id. ¶ 28. 42 1994," and the First Semanza Decision followed suit.
47 Subsequent courts, however, disagreed. The ICTR's Trial Chamber II held in the Kajelijeli case that the existence of "widespread and systematic attacks" was reasonably disputable. 48 The Kajelijeli court also took issue with this fact because the words widespread and systematic attacks were directly drawn from the elements of the crimes charged, which the prosecutor had to prove beyond a reasonable doubt. 49 Later, Trial Chamber II again rejected taking judicial notice of "widespread and systematic attacks" in the "Butare" cases.
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ICTR Trial Chamber I refused to find this fact in the Ntakirutimana and Niyitegeka cases as well. 51 Another divergence of opinion is evident in decisions regarding the characterization of the conflict in Rwanda under international humanitarian law. The Semanza, Akayesu, and "Cyangugu" courts, for instance, all readily took judicial notice of the "non-international" or "internal" nature of Rwanda's 1994 conflict.
52
The Kajelijeli and Niyitegeka courts, however, declined to take judicial notice of this same fact.
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Even where the ICTR Chambers do not directly disagree, their approaches to judicial notice differ. Certain courts have completely rejected taking judicial notice of any proposition that might be construed as having legal consequences-such as the existence of "widespread killings" or whether Rwanda was party to the Geneva Conventionswhile others have readily noticed such facts. 54 As one commentator noted before the Karemera decision, "the sheer diversity of standards applied to the term common knowledge suggests that there is little consistent or principled application of the legal tests."
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III. THE KAREMERA DECISION
The ICTR Appeals Chamber's decision in Prosecutor v. Karemera, et 
A. OVERVIEW OF THE KAREMERA CASE
The Karemera case, initiated in 1998 and still ongoing, involves three defendants, Édouard Karemera, Mathieu Ngirumpatse, and Joseph Nzirorera, all of whom were members of the powerful Mouvement Révolutionnaire National pour le Développement political party and held posts in Rwanda's government before and during the genocide. 56 In its indictment, the ICTR prosecutor accuses the defendants of genocide, as well as crimes against humanity and serious violations of Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions.
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While experts seem to agree that evidence against the accused in the Karemera case is strong, 58 procedural issues have drawn out the trial. In addition to the often slow pace of ICTR trials, the Karemera trial lost six months of proceedings after one of the original judges recused herself and the trial was forced to begin again with a new judge. 59 The Karemera Trial Chamber rejected taking judicial notice of the Rwanda genocide. 61 In its decision, the Trial Chamber offered two strangely contradictory arguments. First, it argued that whether genocide occurred in Rwanda was irrelevant because such an event did not have any bearing on the accused's guilt; after all, noticing such a fact would not relieve the prosecution's burden of proving particular murders and the accused's responsibility. 62 Then, in a brief line that drew on the rationale of the Semanza court, the Karemera Trial Chamber argued that taking notice of genocide would improperly relieve the prosecution of its burden of proving the accused's responsibility.
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B. THE KAREMERA DECISION: TAKING NOTICE OF GENOCIDE
The Karemera Trial Decision was not the last word. The ICTR allows interlocutory appeals, and such an appeal was made. 64 In the resulting Karemera decision, the Trial Chamber's rejection of judicial notice for genocide was reversed. 65 Specifically, the Appeals Chamber directed the Trial Chamber to take judicial notice of the fact that "[b]etween 6 April 1994 and 17 July 1994, there was a genocide in Rwanda against the Tutsi ethnic group." 66 The Appeals Chamber took notice of this fact under Rule 94(A), holding that "[t]he fact of the Rwanda genocide is a part of world history, a fact as certain as any other, a classic instance of a 'fact of common knowledge.'"
67
The Karemera decision is broadly important because it is the Appeals Chamber's most significant, authoritative, and substantive analysis of judicial notice to date.
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It is also the first time that an international criminal fora-be it a trial or appellate body-has taken judicial notice of the existence of genocide. While the ICTR, through adversarial proceedings in other cases, had previously found the fact that genocide took place in Rwanda in 1994, 69 no Chamber had taken direct judicial notice of that fact. Indeed, some ICTR Chambers had expressly rejected noticing such a fact. 70 The Appeals Chamber's decision was based on three general principles, each addressing the conflicted rationale in the lower court's decision. First, Karemera accepted that a judicially noticed fact may bear upon an accused's criminal responsibility, though it upheld the doctrine that such a fact could not itself be sufficient for finding an accused guilty. 71 As the court noted, only relevant facts may be admitted pursuant to Rule 94, and any relevant fact will bear in some way on the accused's criminal responsibility.
72 Thus, to reject judicial notice of facts because they bear on an accused's responsibility makes little sense if interpreted too broadly.
Second, the Appeals Chamber held that a court may notice common knowledge facts under Rule 94(A) regardless of whether the description of the fact coincides with phrases that have legal meaning.
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For instance, the Karemera court took notice of the fact that there were "widespread and systematic attacks" in Rwanda in 1994 even though "widespread and systematic attacks" are an element of crimes against humanity.
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This principle may appear to relieve the prosecution's burden of proving that element of the crime, but accepting that such 67 attacks generally occurred in the country still requires the prosecutor to prove that the accused is linked in particular ways to particular attacks. Further, the Appeals Chamber held that the fact of genocidegenerally-could be relevant to a case even if it was only background information. 75 Thus, the Chamber argued, the existence of genocide in Rwanda could provide important context while not constituting evidence that the accused was culpable.
At this point, the reader may recognize that the Karemera precedents appear to support the conclusion that the Rwanda genocide is a proper fact for judicial notice. While taking judicial notice that genocide occurred may bear on the accused's guilt, the effect is at best indirect. Further, the mere fact that the word "genocide" describes a legal crime should not exclude it from being judicially noticed if it is merely used to describe a set of circumstances and would not alleviate the prosecutor of the burden of proving the accused's responsibility. Finally, the Karemera court held that genocide is relevant as background context.
These precedents are important because many of the diverging decisions in the Tribunals' judicial notice cases have turned on these issues of a submitted fact's "legal character" or its "bearing upon an accused's criminal responsibility." For instance, the Tribunal Chambers' varying decisions on whether the occurrence of "widespread and systematic attacks" or the "non-international" nature of the conflict were proper subjects of judicial notice often hinged on the weight a Chamber gave to the fact's "legal character" or its bearing on an accused's guilt. 76 As the next section argues, however, the principles established in Karemera should not have led the court to take judicial notice of genocide.
IV. JUDICIAL NOTICE OF GENOCIDE: A CRITIQUE
The above precedents unify a confused area of law and demarcate boundaries for subsequent courts to follow. This section will argue, however, that some of these precedents are flawed and should not compel a court to follow Karemera in taking judicial notice of genocide. Section IV(A) argues that the Rwandan genocide should not be considered common knowledge, thus failing to meet the standard for Rule 94(A). Further, section IV(B) argues that taking judicial notice of genocide as common knowledge impedes the creation of an historical record and thus is unwise regardless of whether it is legally sound. Before continuing, however, it is important to clarify that arguing that genocide is not common knowledge or is not a proper subject for judicial notice should not be construed as supporting those who deny the existence of such massive atrocities. It is a sad but perhaps unsurprising fact that the horrific nature of genocides leads many in regions where they occur to deny their existence. 77 The crime of genocide-indeed, any crime-need not be common knowledge for a court to find that it occurred and to punish the perpetrators. In fact, it will be argued in the following paragraphs that excluding genocide from judicial notice actually strengthens a court's final judgment.
A. THE RWANDA GENOCIDE: COMMON KNOWLEDGE?
Is the Rwanda genocide common knowledge? It is, after all, one of the best-known humanitarian tragedies in history and has become synonymous with the depths of human cruelty. Nonetheless, this section argues that this notoriety has only been reached through investigations that must be verified and that important aspects of the events in Rwanda are not common knowledge.
INTENT: CENTRAL IN ANY DEFINITION OF GENOCIDE
To decide whether the Rwanda genocide was common knowledge, we need to ask what "genocide" means. Unlike the meaning of many words, which are obscured by layers of history and inconsistent usage, the recent vintage of genocide makes its meaning much clearer. As recently as 1941, genocide was, in the words of Winston Churchill, "a crime without a name." 78 By the mid-1940s, however, jurist Raphael Lemkin coined the term, and its concept remains heavily influenced by his work. 79 Lemkin defined genocide as "a coordinated plan of different 77 See SAMANTHA POWER, A PROBLEM FROM HELL: AMERICA AND THE AGE OF GENOCIDE 501 (2003). 78 Id. at 29. 79 Id. at 17-86 (detailing Lemkin's development of the concept of genocide and his long struggle to achieve international acceptance of genocide as an international crime).
actions aiming at the destruction of essential foundations of the life of national groups, with the aim of annihilating the groups themselves." 80 By 1946, the United Nations General Assembly initiated the process of drafting and passing the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. 81 Under this convention, "genocide means any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such." 82 This definition was copied in large part in the ICTR, ICTY, and Special Court's codifications of the crime of genocide. 83 The International Criminal Court's Elements of Crimes also provide more detailed definitions of particular aspects of genocide. 84 One may recognize from the above history that the general concept of genocide and the legal character of genocide are tightly interwoven. Indeed, unlike older concepts such as slander, the legal and general uses of genocide may be inseparable. Nonetheless, even assuming that there is a non-legal idea of genocide, such an idea would almost certainly have an important commonality with its legal reflection: the significance of intent. Merriam-Webster, for instance, defines genocide as "the deliberate and systematic destruction of a racial, political or cultural group." 85 Thus, whether one relies on a legal characterization, such as those used by the Tribunals, or a less legal definition, genocide always requires the intent to eradicate a population. As the Krstic court noted, "[g]enocide is one of the worst crimes known to mankind [whose] gravity is reflected in the stringent requirements of specific intent." 86 Convictions for genocide can be entered only where intent has been unequivocally established.
[fn]
GENOCIDAL INTENT: NOT COMMON KNOWLEDGE
The centrality of intent poses difficulties for accepting genocide as a commonly known fact. As one expert noted, "intent to commit a crime is generally hard to prove, and intent to commit genocide is even harder." 87 While the acts that constitute genocide may be "generally known" by a community, it is rare, perhaps impossible, that such a community can have such knowledge of the intent required for genocide. Admittedly, the use of radio and public speakers to widely disseminate the hate-filled messages of "Hutu Power" made the intent behind the Rwanda genocide clearer than most. Nonetheless, the kind of evidence that a prosecutor would submit to prove specific intent-such as official memoranda, the testimony of experts, victims, informants, comprehensive investigations-is rarely available to a community at large except through rumor and published accounts. Without substantial evidence, a community may make correct assumptions about intent, but such assumptions are hardly the kind of indisputable propositions for which judicial notice is generally reserved.
Further, when one examines the logic of the Appeals Chamber's decision in Karemera, there is little evidence that genocide is a commonly known fact. The Karemera court, for instance, cited "countless books, scholarly articles, media reports, U.N. reports and resolutions, national court decisions, and government and NGO reports" as "unanimously and decisively" confirming the genocide. 88 While such documents collectively make a strong case for the Rwanda genocide, their combined weight does not transform a once-contestable proposition into a fact that the court may now declare to be common knowledge. As the Semanza court held, "Notwithstanding the over-abundance of official reports, including United Nations reports confirming the occurrence of genocide, this Chamber believes that the question is so fundamental, that formal proofs should be submitted bearing out [its] existence . . . ." 89 Indeed, the very deluge of reports suggests that the events in question are not common knowledge, that they are complex issues that a court should review evidence to decide. Further, while many human rights advocates adopt a prosecutorial approach that focuses on the orchestration of the Rwandan genocide by a handful of political and military leaders, alternate interpretations exist. Jared Diamond points to the overpopulation and competition for scarce resources in Rwanda, arguing that many of the killings were motivated by property disputes rather than pure ethnic hatred.
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This theory does not necessarily contradict a conclusion of genocide or ameliorate culpability, but it does underscore the difficulty and complexity of discerning intent.
B. JUDICIAL NOTICE OF GENOCIDE AND THE CREATION OF AN HISTORICAL RECORD
In addition to being a legally questionable practice, taking judicial notice of genocide as common knowledge fails to meet the policy goals of international criminal law. One of the most fundamental goals of international criminal fora is to establish a history of the events that they examine.
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As noted above, genocide denial is regrettably popular in nations where genocides have occurred, and setting out an impartial, detailed, and well-publicized record of atrocities is one of the most important ways to combat such denials.
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While many scholars have noted that truth commissions or similar institutions advance reconciliation and the creation of an historical narrative more effectively than criminal trials, 93 establishing an authoritative record of atrocities is still an important function of international courts.
Merely taking judicial notice of genocide because it is common knowledge is not an effective way of creating a strong historical record. As argued above, it is unclear what facts can or should follow from judicial notice of genocide, and thus such notice does a poor job of constructing a clear historical record. 90 See JARED DIAMOND, COLLAPSE: HOW SOCIETIES CHOOSE TO While the ICTR has already found genocide in more than one case, 94 and thus a strong historical record is already established, Karemera remains a problematic decision. An important function of the Tribunals is the development of international criminal law; if the Karemera precedent is adopted by future courts in cases where the historical records are less developed, taking notice of genocide as merely common knowledge may have undesirable results. 95 In addition, it may strike some community members as summarily unfair that a court "convicts" their country of genocide without properly submitted evidence. When backed by an evidentiary record, a conclusion of genocide can have a powerful, and hopefully beneficial, effect. When such conclusions are reached without evidence, they will almost certainly draw accusations of unfairness and do little to advance a court's authority.
C. THE DANGER OF KAREMERA IN FUTURE CASES: THE EXAMPLE OF DARFUR
Applying the Karemera approach to a current situation will help to elucidate the above argument. This section will thus examine the present situation in the Darfur region of Sudan and ask whether judicial notice of genocide would be advisable in a future trial. Darfur shows that genocide is often a contestable fact and that taking judicial notice of genocide risks hindering the establishment of an historical record.
While Rwanda may be the best-known humanitarian tragedy of the second half of the twentieth century, Darfur may garner that dubious distinction for the first half of the twenty-first. Since the conflict in Darfur began in 2003, more than two million people have been displaced, and the number of dead may exceed four hundred thousand. 96 One of the foremost experts on Sudan has described Darfur as "defined by ubiquitous abuse and human suffering." 97 In addition, many perpetrators of this violence appear to have the requisite intent for genocide. While the conflict in Darfur has many root causes, the conflict is often characterized as "Arab" Sudanese militias attacking "African" Sudanese civilians on racial or ethnic grounds. 98 This situation has convinced many that genocide is in fact being committed in Darfur. The U.S. Congress passed a declaration in 2004 finding that the Darfur situation amounted to genocide, and Secretary of State Colin Powell agreed with this finding.
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While these declarations of genocide were historic, the issue remains contentious. Human Rights Watch has only gone so far as to call the situation in Sudan "ethnic cleansing." 100 Further, a UN-appointed committee on Darfur (Darfur Commission) reached a different conclusion from the U.S. Congress and secretary of state. The Darfur Commission found that "the Government of Sudan has not pursued a policy of genocide," because "the crucial element of genocidal intent appears to be missing." 101 At the same time, however, the Darfur Commission confusingly noted that "individuals, including Government officials, may commit acts with genocidal intent. Whether this was the case in Darfur . . . is a determination that only a competent court can make . . . ." 102 The commission's report may not convince everyoneone scholar called its failure to find genocide "unfathomable" 103 -but such uncertainty reveals Karemera's problems. Even in the face of massive atrocities, genocide is not always clear, much less common knowledge.
Further, the case of Darfur highlights the importance of creating a strong historical record. While human rights advocates have convinced many people around the world that massive atrocities are being committed in Darfur, Sudanese citizens may not share such a uniform view. The Sudan government's statements about Darfur range from justifications of sovereignty and the right to quell rebellion to accusations of international conspiracy; 104 if such comments are even partially integrated into the eventual Sudanese historical narrative, Darfur "denial" could easily result. Sudan's numerous political fissures, the complexity of the current situation in Darfur, and the government's control over media only increase this possibility.Where the legal characterization of a factual situation is unclear, establishing a strong historical record becomes even more important. Thus, such a record becomes particularly important in Darfur, where skepticism of international accusations appears rife.
V. A BETTER APPROACH: RULE 94(B)
While taking judicial notice of genocide as common knowledge is both legally questionable and poor policy, such notice has undeniable advantages.
As discussed above, judicial notice can expedite proceedings, a feature particularly valuable in the Tribunals. There is, however, a better approach: taking judicial notice of genocide under Rule 94(B).
A. RULE 94(B): PROVIDING EXPEDIENCY WHILE AVOIDING KAREMERA'S PROBLEMS
As reviewed in section II(B), judicial notice under Rule 94(B) allows a court to take previously adjudicated facts into evidence. Thus, where a Tribunal has already found genocide based on evidence, that Tribunal may take judicial notice of genocide. Further, Rule 94(B) provides the parties with an opportunity to be heard. Thus, if the instant defendant is in a different position from the defendant in the previously adjudicated case with regard to the submitted fact, he may argue that the matter has not been properly addressed and preserve his right to confrontation. In addition, by referencing genocide in a particular case where specific facts are found, Rule 94(B) provides a concrete factual context rather than Rule 94(A)'s more opaque notion of genocide "in general." Rule 94(B) also allows at least one court to properly find the submitted fact, establishing the foundations for a stronger historical record. Using Rule 94(B) both allows a court to expedite trials and resolves the difficulties inherent in taking judicial notice of genocide as common knowledge under Rule 94(A). Finally, as an established rule in the ICTR, ICTY, and Special Court, Rule 94(B) could easily be employed by those courts.
B. DISADVANTAGE TO RULE 94(B): CONTINUED CONTROVERSY
While applying Rule 94(B) rather than 94(A) to a case like Karemera has numerous advantages, there is one disadvantage to note: 94(B) is still controversial in some circles. Respected judges have issued dissenting opinions that express frustrations with Rule 94(B).
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In addition, a rule similar to Rule 94 (B) has not yet been adopted by the ICC. Nonetheless, current Tribunals have developed the jurisprudence of Rules 94(A) and 94(B), and there is little indication that the integrity of proceedings has suffered. Further, the ICC will likely face the problems of logistics, translation, and differing legal styles and will require tools for efficiency. Rule 94(B) is an important such tool, and thus its prospects are little dimmed by the current disagreement.
VI. CONCLUSION
Judicial notice of common knowledge facts is an important legal tool, particularly for courts such as the Tribunals that have faced difficulties in the timely adjudication of cases. At the same time, genocide is an inappropriate fact for notice as common knowledge. Genocide's intent requirement is nearly impossible to determine based on generally available information. Further, treating genocide as a commonly known fact runs counter to the fact-finding purpose of the Tribunals and may slow the development of a strong historical record. Given the importance of the ICTR in developing international criminal law, the Karemera decision is a potentially dangerous precedent.
Fortunately, there is an alternative in Rule 94(B), which retains the benefits of the Karemera approach but solves its shortcomings. Taking judicial notice of genocide as an adjudicated fact under Rule 94(B) allows a court to expedite its proceedings while retaining the
